
 

 

 

 

 

Subject Similarities Differences 

 
 
Greco-Roman 
 
 
 
Judeo-Christian 
 
 
 

 Written laws that 
             apply to everyone 

 Moral Freedom-
Choose between right 
and wrong 

 Separation of Church 
and State 

 Follow the laws 
 

laws made by citizens 
Dignity comes from intelligence 
Polytheism-Many Gods 
Intelligent people are superior 
Participate in Government 
Laws made by God 
Dignity comes from God 
Monotheism-One God 
All humans are equal 
Live a moral life 

Essay Question: Compare and contrast the Judeo-Christian and Greco-Roman views of 

law, reason and faith, and duties of the individual. How are these still relevant to 

western political thought today? Give an example within and outside of the US? 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

1. Use your thesis paragraph to introduce both subjects( Judeo-Christian and Greco-Roman) Present the 

similarities and differences briefly (views of law, reason and faith, and duties of the individual) you intend to 

make. 

Greco –Romans and Judeo Christians ideas regarding __________, ______________, ________ and ________have 

been characterized differently over time. However there are similarities that have proven to be logical and sensible 

to apply to govern ourselves in this world. Many US laws are a reflection to ______ 

2. Now in the 2nd paragraph, write the similarities between the two 

 subjects. Use the cue words from the box 

The Ideas of Greco-Romans are similar to Judeo Christians. Both 

had written laws.  Also … 

(Use all the similarities in the paragraph using the cue words) 

3. In the third paragraph, you should write the differences, between their ideas. 

 Use the cue words to transition your sentences. 

Greco-Roman and Judeo Christian had differing ideas. Greco-Roman people made laws where as the laws in 

scriptures are made by God. Greco-Roman believed in __________________ where as Judo-Christian believed in 

___________. Unlike… 

(Use all the differences to complete the third paragraph) 

4. In your 4th paragraph, write how US Constitution has adopted the ideas from Greeks and Romans about indivial 

rights and responsibilities(see ppt notes)  

 

The US Constitution has adopted the ideas from Greeks and Romans. One 

example__________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________ 

 

THERE IS NO CONCLUSION PARAGRAPH IN HISTORY ESSAY        

 

  

 

 

 


